
At these words my heart was delighted 
suddenly I was seized by the thought : "Maybe we are 
holding back on this matter out of a concern about adding 

- there s no way we can cope with five pines " 
Even if you don t see or sense the very real present-dayconcerns, you can't help but think about how le sqïandîr 
our riches. Shall we be selling -- squander
will others, outside the country, 
into gems? It is as if we didn't 
precious stones.
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Astrologists say that we Russians came from the 
Personally, it does have a home-like glow 

fo me that is somehow mysteriously beckoning. I
,, . = .ln answering its call we will make many more
discoveries in the North and that to the five
diamond-bearing pipes of the Archangel region we will add 
the main ones, which the geologists are already groping for.

North Star.
about it
am sure

'We consider these the 'tail 1 -™4injusïeiô^t% t'he^ffspS^r said to me.0n?sr

And he has the job of developing 
there - cities, quarries, recreation areas, 
still see no evidence that the 
urgent demands of the times, 
of the CPSU for a favour,

roads. .
government is heeding the 

We asked the oblast committee 
, . and now we are into our thirdhour creeping along a dirt road that would daunt
himself. Mikhail Lomonosov probably had it easier 
wagon trains hurrying to Arkhangelsk for the auctions 
They creaked past these very woods, and it was about this 
same region that the coastal peasant and brilliant Russian 
scientist would write: "I have concluded that there is an
?arnNorth « "fural w^h in the Earth's interior in the 
hL f . He roundly berated these who, as in our own 
, e, assarted that diamonds could not be found under these
for thA^h COnaimi°n^ and there was no reason even to look 
for m?? Lomonosov? P°Slt "* to is named
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